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REVIEWS
“The radically diverse contributions to this collection provide so much to think with. From essayistic reflection through 
dedicated analysis of generally dynamic and contested empirical topics, to theoretical exposition, the volume overall 
confronts tensions and gaps in current work with practice theories and makes contributions to current frontiers of 
theoretical development in the field.” 

— Matt Watson, Professor of Geography, University of Sheffield

ABOUT THE BOOK
This collection of essays aims to better understand what researchers do when they practice research. The team of 
contributors – which includes human geographers, urban planners and environmental scientists – expose various 
epistemological, ontological and methodological challenges to pin down what practices “are”.

The essays showcase how practice theory can help spatial scientists generate new and future-oriented insights on 
debates such as mobility, relationality, and forms of critical spatial practice. In this way, the book reinforces a specifically 
geographic and spatial account that is needed for the development of practice theory while also shining new light 
on current debates within practice theory on power, politics and space. The book positions practices as the point of 
departure to study and conceptualize socio-spatial life.
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